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The simplest statement of the main results are these: Let rr be a free group 
on 2 generators. Let Cn be the complex ring and L’a the ring extension to L1 
sums. Then L%r contains no idempotents. Furthermore, if LY E Ca, /3 EL% are 
nonzero, then $I # 0. The first result is in the direction of proving that a 
certain simple C*-algebra has no idempotents yielding a counter-example to 
the suggestion that simple C*-algebras are generated by their projections. 
It has been suggested that a simple C*-algebra is generated by its projections. 
R. V. Kadison has proposed a certain C*-algebra A as a possible counter- 
example. R. T. Powers has proved that A is simple. This work is in the direction 
of proving that A has no idempotents. What we prove, however, is that another 
C*-algebra B has no idempotents and B maps onto A (hence, of course, it is 
not simple). 
We also prove a related result in the direction of computing the von Neumann 
dimension of certain Hilbert spaces. I wish to thank Bob Powers for many 
informative conversations invaluable to this paper. 
The method of proof is to develop a representation theory for infinite groups 
as follows: if rr is a group, let n(@,) be the space of all n-dimensional unitary 
representations. Then x E GT induces evaluation 4: n(W,) + @,n and X E CT 
induces a continuous map A: rr(%J -+ (n x n) complex matrices. It is this 
map that is studied to produce the main results. 
I. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF RESC’LTS 
Let rr be a discrete group, C?r the complex ring with multiplication 
(C a&(C b,yJ = C a&~+~y~ where ai , bi EC and xi , yj E w. (This is often 
called convolution but I will think of it as multiplication and write it as 
juxtaposition throughout.) Err and L2.rr are the closures of Crr with respect to the 
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norms j C aixi /i = 2 j a, 1 and j C aixi I2 = (C j ai j2)lj2, respectively. Lb 
inherits multiplication, but L%r does not although it is an VT-module. It is 
important, of course, to remember that L2r has a separate multiplication 
(C uixi) 0 (C &xi) = C a&xi . We never use 0. 
Let h be a representation of rr on a (possibly finite-dimensional) Hilbert 
space. Then let / IA be the operator seminorm on CT with respect to A. If a 
is a family of representations, then let 1 01 la = maxAs@ 1a: IA. These are C*- 
seminorms and we can kill the kernel and complete to form the C*-algebras 
az,r or ‘3,~. Let p be the left regular representation of n on L%r and let f be the 
family of finite dimensional representations of rr. 1 I2 < {I I,, , 1 I,} < 1 jl and we 
shall see cases where I II) < I If. Thus we shall have maps UP + 2&a + 
‘%,,rr + L2rr with the triple composition a monomorphism. 
Powers has proved [4] that if rr is the free group on 2 generators then 8,~ 
is simple. I shall show that in this case 
THEOREM 1. ‘9&r has no idempotmts and contains Lb and projects onto 2&,rr. 
THEOREM 2. If O. E L%r, ,kl E CT are non-zero, then a/3 # 0. 
For the study of von Neumann dimension one would like to know that: 
for 01 E L2r, /? E CT non-zero, O$ # 0. (In fact this might hold for all torsion- ’ 
free groups r. In another paper [l] I will show this for x abelian and torsion- : 
free.) Thus Theorem 2 is a step in this direction. 
Let 9, be the group of (n x n) unitary matrices with @a C 9Yn+r given by: 
A = (0’ “,). Let A%‘~ be the ring of all (n x n)-matrices. %,, CA?, (but we are; 
not setting A, C JY~+~). @ = u 9, . Let A? be the infinite complex matrices1 
of the form (i z) where A E J?, , I is the infinite identity matrix, Y EC. Let 1 
Cm = lJn Cn have the L2-norm I I. JZ acts on Cm and we give JZ the operator 1 
norm 1 m I = ~upl,l,r,~~c~ I mx I. (Note that “sup” is actually “max” and that/ 
IG’ :)I =m=44IrII h w ere 1 A I is the operator norm on V.) Observe! 
that I mm* I = I m 12. 
Let n(%,J be the set of representations (i.e., homomorphisms) A: n -+ %,, .: 
r(s) = U,, T(&~), by definition the set of finite-dimensional representati0ns.i 
If r is a finitely generated group P(%,J is an algebraic variety (unique up to 
algebraic isomorphism): let 7r = (x1 ,,.., x, / yj(xl ,..., x,) = l), then n(%,J = 
{(Xl ,..*> -G) E @nm I Y,(Xl ,..., X,) - 1 = O}. Using Tietxe transformations’ 
we see that rr(?&,J is unique up to algebraic isomorphism. 
Let AET@). Th en A: G + A defined by A(C aixJ = C a,X(x,) is a 
*-homomorphism. Observe that I A(OL)I < 1 OL I1 for all 01 EG and 1 01 /, = 
supA,,, 1 h(a)]. With the norms 1 If on CT and 1 I on A, X is continuous.: 
Furthermore fixing OL E C?r, 6: ~(a’) + A given by &(A) = h(or) is also con-, 
tinuous because multiplication in % is continuous. Since I If < 1 I1 , we get’ 
a continuous homomorphism Lb -+ 9+r, not necessarily a monomorphismk 
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(e.g. if 7~ has no finite dimensional non-trivial representations then / 1 - x If = 0 
for all x fz 77.) 
We recall that a group r is residually finite if for all x E n, x f 1 there exists 
a normal subgroup N 4 r with rr/N finite and x $ N. (Equivalently, if 
Xl )...) xk E r - (1) we can find such an N with xi ,..., xJc $ N.) 
Let E: Crr -+ C be given by e(C uixi) = x ai . Let I := ker E, the augmenta- 
tion ideal. We need three important facts about a free group 7r on r generators: 
Fact 1. n is residually finite (e.g. cf. [3, p. 1161). 
Fact 2. n(@,) is connected. (Indeed r(%J = %Yn’.) 
Fact 3. &I% = 0 (e.g. cf. [2]). 
Let J&‘(T) be the *-algebra of continuous maps n(e) + .M and let J&,(T) 
be the *-algebra of continuous maps ~(6,) + J%‘~ . In particular then we get 
^: Cn. -+ .M(n) (or A,(n)) given by a H ol. Since by definition 1 ar jf :- 
supAE,(eti) i 4(X)/ we get that h extends to a continuous monomorphism 
52Ip - d/if(r) (or cA,(n)). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
THEOREM 3. If ST is residually jinite and 0 + 01 E L%r, then I a: I, -# 0. In 
particular L%r ---f 2&n is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Assume first that we have found a quotient 5 of v of order n < no 
such that the image Or EL% = C7j of 01 is non-zero. Let G = CgEn a, e. Let 
A: + + an be the left regular representation and A: n -+ %% the composition. 
Then +) = CgEn a& f>. But {A( &, is a linearly independent set so h(a) # 0 
and i 01 If > / X(a)] > 0. Now we need to find 7j. 
Choose jI~C.rr such that Ia-flli < lflii. Let p =Caixi and let S’L-~ 
{x~x;‘)~+~ , a finite set not containing 1. Since r is residually finite, there is a 
normal subgroup N 4 rr, with S n N = o and ii = r/N finite. The images 
4ofthexiaredistinctsinceSnN= ~.Sincein-fiBi, <!p/,,theimage& 
of a: is non-zero. 
In particular, since *: 91Y7r -+ &F(n) is always manic, we get 
THEOREM 4. If n is residually jinite, then A: L%T --b J&‘(W) is a continuous 
monomorphism. 
DEFINITION. Let C(rr(@,J) be the continuous maps n(%J -+ C. Then 
A,,: ‘?&T ---f C(rr(4,)) is defined by d,(a)(h) = determinant of /\(a). 
THEOREM 5. The augmentation E: CT -+ C may be extended to E: QQr + C. 
If e is the trivial representation, e(v) = 1, then 62(e) = c(a)l, 1 the identity matrix, 
and (Ana) = c(a)“. 
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Proof. Look at e: ‘%F --+&I given by (Y ++ a(e). For 01 EG, a(e) = 
e(a) = e(a)l. Thus e(G) = Cl. But Cl is a closed subspace of JY or &I, . 
Thus since Gr is dense in ‘Qr, e(Qr) = Cl. Thus for 01 E ‘Qr there is a number 
e(a) with Z(e) = Ed. Clearly (&x)(e) = ~(a>“. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 6. Assume that rr is finitely generated and that rr(&!,) is connected. 
Choose OL E Cr. If d (resp. A,ct) is not identically zero on a(&,,), then it is non-zero 
almost everywhere. 
Proof. By the assumptions rr(%,J is a connected algebraic variety. Since 
01 ~Crr, B (or A,or) represents an algebraic map; its zeroes form a subvariety 
which must be all of n(%,) or has a positive codimension and is nowhere dense. 
THEOREM 7. Assume 71 is Jinitely generated, and rr(%,J is connected for s-s,@- 
ciently large n. Let p E Crr with l (8) # 0. Let 0 # y E ‘%F. Then y/3 # 0. If 
furthermore rr is residually finite and 0 # 01 E Lb, then afl # 0. 
Proof. Since 6(/I) # 0 Theorem 5 says A,@) is not identically zero and: 
Theorem 6 says that A@) is non-zero almost everywhere. Thus j?(A) is non-; 
singular for almost all X E ~(a~). # = 0 implies f(h) /J(h) = 0 for all h E 7r(%%)\ 
hence y(X) = 0 1 a most everywhere, hence everywhere. Thus 9 = 0 in J%~(T)~ 
for all large n. So f = 0 in &G?(n) and then y = 0. The second statement follows 
since from Theorem 3: if 7r is residually finite L% C ‘2lp. 
We recall that if v is free, it satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 7, hence 
the special case of Theorem 2 is proved when ~(8) # 0. 
THEOREM 8. Assume rr is Jinitely generated and ~(92~) is connected for sz@i- 
ciently large n. Then 58~ has no proper idempotents. If furthermore rr is residually 
&site then Lb has no proper idempotents. 
Proof. Let 8’ E ‘$7 be an idempotent. Let 
if ~(0’) = 1 
if l (19’) = 0 which makes sense since ~(0’) 
is an idempotent, hence is 0 or 1. Thus fI is an idempotent with ~(0) = 1. 
For all X E ~(a~), A,B(h) is an idempotent element of C. Thus A,#@) = 0 
or 1 for all h, but since r(%,J is connected and A,@(e) = c(8)% = 1, A,@(h) = 1 
for all h. Thus 8(A) is a non-singular idempotent hence I!$;\) = 1 for all h so 
6, = 1 in .H,(?r) for all large n. So 4 = 1 in J?(T) and thus 0 = 1. As above 
the second statement is immediate. 
Theorem 8 implies part of Theorem 1. 
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Note. We use rr(%,J connected to mean connected as a subspace of a,“. 
This in particular implies connected as an algebraic variety. 
4. COMPLETING THE ARGUMENTS 
Let ti : C? be the set of all formal sums z aixi , ai EC, xi E r. (Thus 
Cn C L1n C L2n C 9.) Recall that a derivation d: v --+ Cn is a function such 
that d(xvj = dx + x dy. d extends linearly to a C-linear function d: CST - CT 
satisfying d(c$?) = (dol) @) + OL d/3. In particular if PT is free on (,x~]!=, there 
are unique derivations i3< with 
six, = 
f 
1 i=j 
0 i#j. 
We see that ai extends not only to a function Crr -+ C-rr, but to a function 
L%r - 99. 
I,et p z-7 &, ai(xi - 1) where the a, E L%T are arbitrary. Since 8&zi(xi- 1)) =: 
(Zja,) 0 + a,aj(x, - 1) = a& we get aj,u = aj . Thus p == 0 implies aj = 0 
for each j. Thus &=rL%r + L%r given by (al ,..., ak) L+ xfl, ai(xi - 1) is a 
monomorphism. Take k = 2. A simple induction leads to 
TEMJRIW 9. Let wl, w2 ,..., w,i be the 2k elements of Ca of the Jlorm 
I) ... (uL - 1) where each ui = x1 or x2. 
[z: , . . . , a+) -+ CT:, ajwi is a monomorphism. 
Then 0:” Lln -*I,% given b>J 
In fact the wj form a basis for Ik C Cn, I the augmentation ideal. Finally 
we use this to finish the proof of Theorem 2. Recall that fi,,z 1” = 0. Let 
0 + p E Cn. If 6(/g) f 0, a/3 f 0 by Theorem 7. If l ) =: 0 then /? E I and 
for some k 1:: I /zl E I” - Pfl. Thus /3 = Gil, pjwj, the w,! as above and 
/3 $ Ih-’ means that ~(/3$,) + 0 for some j0 . But now by Theorem 7 !~/3~ f 0 
and now m/3 = Gil, &wi f 0 by Theorem 9. 
0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Finally to make more precise the relation between ‘!I,rr and c21,~ we prove 
THEOREM 10. If ?T is residually finite then / /, 3 / up so that there is de$ned 
an epimorphism !l+ + ‘Bow. 
Proof. Choose 01 E Crr - (0) and let t = 1 CL ID . 
such that lp!2= 1 and I&I >t---E/2. ChooseyEGrsuchthat ly/,== I 
andiy-,3 < /2t Th E . us a / y- /3 < /2 01 
a finite quotient + of r which, as be2fore, 
E I :ivenr~ofindpFLI- so CY f2 > t - E. Now choose 
separates the elements (xiyj , yj] 
where a == x aixi and y = C bjyj . Then if X: r -+ %/, represent the regular 
representation of ii, clearly / 7 I2 = 1 and / ay j2 > t - E so ! (Y I,, G? t - E 
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so / 01 If > t - E for all E so 1 a! If > t = 101 IO. The image of ‘?QT + 2&v 
is a sub C*-algebra containing CW, hence is dense, but is closed, thus the map 
is onto. 
This now completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
‘$Qr is the algebra B referred to in the introduction and 2Qr is the algebra A. 
Note added in proof. Bruce E. Blackadar has recently constructed an example of a 
simple non-unital C*-Algebra without idempotents (A simple C*-Algebra with no non- 
triwz’al projections, Univ. of Nevada, reprint). The algebra %o,lr of course has an identity. 
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